Make up brushes guide
ROUNDED POWDER & BLUSH BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

- Large head
- Powder, bronzer, blush
- All-purpose

Ideal for applying powder products to both face and body, this luxuriously soft, all-purpose large headed Powder & Blush Brush glides effortlessly over skin to achieve the perfect finish. Full and dense for dusting pressed powder and bronzer on the face or over the body, its rounded shape glides effortlessly over skin to achieve the perfect finish.

The Rounded Powder & Blush Brush are made from high quality synthetic hair that do not shed, Get fantastic coverage and touch up perfection every time.
Dip the brush into the powder and swirl. Don't press hard or load up your brush with too much powder. Tap the brush to shake off excess powder. Brush powder onto face using light pressure. Use a small circular motion for the best possible coverage. Start at the jaw line and work your way in to the nose area. Then move to the chin area and the forehead. Apply a small amount of powder to the neck area to create a natural, finished look. Don't forget this step or your face may end up looking like it's a different shade than your neck, especially if you use a darker shade of powder.
ANGLED BLUSH & CONTOURING BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

- Shaped to fit the contours
- Powder, bronzer, blush
- Angled precision

This Angled Blush & Contouring Brush is a great way to apply your powder blush as well as your cream blush enabling you to effectively sculpt the face. Using an angled brush makes the cheek colour looks more natural, use across anywhere you’d like to highlight! the soft natural bristles works best when applied on the apples of the cheeks in an upward sweeping motion. The angle creates precision and is great for sculpting and contouring the face.
ANGLED BLUSH & CONTOURING BRUSH SYNTHETIC HAIR

Swirl the bristles on the apples of your cheeks, then hold it at an angle and glide it along your cheekbones. Try, running it alongside your nose with bronzer on both sides starting from the beginning of the brow towards the tip of your nose. Lay the brush in the hollow of the cheek, again starting from the back moving towards the center.
FLAT FOUNDATION BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

- Blends & buffs
- Foundation, BB, CC creams
- Cruelty free, synthetic bristles

Use this dense yet soft, flat-topped Foundation Brush to blend and buff foundation for a flawless natural smooth look, seamless blending and ready for long wear. It leaves the complexion with a perfectly even result and a smooth, velvety finish. Complexion products layer seamlessly, for an even, streak free finish. Pair with full cover and long wear foundations, setting powders, mineral powders, BB & CC creams.
FLAT FOUNDATION BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

Dip brush into foundation and buff gently on to skin using a circular motion. Start on the center of the face working outwards, blending towards the hairline.

This brush is made from synthetic fibers, it is hypoallergenic and suitable for all skin types. Easier to clean as it absorbs less pigment and is less likely to become damaged by the makeup or the products you might use to clean the brush. Most important it will create a softer, layered look to your makeup.
ANGLED FLAT CONTOUR & BLUSH BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

- Flawless contouring
- Powders, bronzer, blush
- Cruelty free, synthetic bristles

Use this Angled Flat Contour & Blush Brush for defined contouring during makeup application. Its straight-sided head with its densely-packed manicured angled flat top, is perfect for the application of flawless cheek colour. Made with incredibly dense, yet soft synthetic bristles that tend not to soak up product, so not depositing too much to the face. Can also be used with liquid, powder & cream formulations for a defined, sculpted finish.
ANGLED FLAT CONTOUR & BLUSH BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

The corner edge applies colour precisely, use beneath the cheekbone for a contoured cheek look. The flat circular top of the brush puts cheek colour down on top of the cheekbone in one sweep. Apply a light sweep of blush for a soft rosy finish.

This brush is made from synthetic fibers, it is hypoallergenic and suitable for all skin types. Easier to clean as it absorbs less pigment and is less likely to become damaged by the makeup or the products you might use to clean the brush. Most important it will create a softer, layered look to your makeup.
FOUNDATION BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

- Blends & buffs
- Foundation, BB & CC creams
- Cruelty free, synthetic bristles

Use this Foundation Brush to create the perfect base for your work of art and gives you a natural, seamless look. Use to apply either cream or liquid foundation for a professional base that will stay flawless for hours.

Wooden handles are lightweight, allowing for even, effortless application.
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FOUNDATION BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

Pick up some foundation from the back of your hand with the brush. Start applying the makeup in the center of the face so that you can blend outwards and avoid noticeable makeup lines. Use broad, downward strokes to sweep and blend the makeup onto the nose, forehead, cheeks and chin. Finally use the tapered edges of the brush to blend the makeup into those hard-to-reach areas, like the corners of the nose, hairline and around the eyes and mouth.
MINERAL POWDER BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

- Multi-tasking
- Powders, bronzer, blush, foundation
- Cruelty free, synthetic bristles

Use this multi-tasking rounded-dome Mineral Powder Brush, with its densely-packed bristle brush to apply quickly and evenly both loose and compact mineral powders or any other pressed or loose powder, foundation, bronzer or blush. Perfect for providing full coverage and reaching the hard to reach crevices of the face, your perfect blending and buffing partner. Creates a smooth, even canvas. Achieve visible and professional quality results.
MINERAL POWDER BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

Dip into the powder and sweep over the face in circular motions for full foundation coverage or glide over cheekbones for adding defined blush color. It effortlessly melts on my skin, giving a natural glow. Also works great with cream or liquid foundations.
KABUKI BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

- Define & highlight
- Powders, bronzer, blush
- Create a natural glow

A luxurious, dome shaped brush, use this Kabuki Brush to perfectly apply powders, bronzers and blush. With its super soft natural bristles it glides over the skin to apply just the right amount to your cheeks, jaw line, chin forehead, nose and body for a healthy natural glow.

Create perfect cheekbones, use with bronzer or highlighter to define and contour the hollows of the cheeks, or use with blush to fill out the apples of the cheeks.
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**KABUKI BRUSH**
**SYNTHETIC HAIR**

Dip the brush gently into face powder or bronzer, tap the brush to remove any excess. Sweep the brush lightly across your face and gently buff in circular motion all over the face, use downward strokes to apply makeup to your nose and cheeks.
ORBIT CREASE BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

- Easy blending
- Soft diffusion of colour
- Wet or dry products

From novice to professional, use this Orbit Crease Brush, fashioned in the tradition shape of a typical watercolor brush, ideal for eye shadow application, use to blend easily even the deepest colors lightly. With its long slender handle, perfectly balanced and its fluffy, long natural bristles, both soft yet flexible, use this brush with both cream and powder textures. Its moulded shape is perfectly designed for the soft diffusing of colour or defined blending. An absolute must-have in every artist's bag!
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ORBIT CREASE BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

Dip into eyeshadow colour and gradually blend over the lid until the desired definition is achieved. Apply deep or luminous shadows by gradually applying pigment using a back and forth sweeping or circular motion. Can also be used to apply highlighter over the brow bone and cheekbones.

For best results, wipe brush after each use.
CONCEALER & SHADING BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

- Thinly tapered, deep-domed
- Wet or dry products
- Cruelty free, synthetic bristles

The thinly tapered, deep-domed head of this Concealer & Shading Brush makes application easy for reaching small crevices, ideal for applying eyeshadow in the corner, into the crease or all over the lid. Can be used with wet or dry products. With its long slender handle, perfectly balanced, the head is perfect for effortlessly shading on the lid and into the crease. Use also to apply concealer on the under-eye circles and blemishes. Use the rounded edge to reach nooks around your eyes and nose. It is especially handy for contouring and smudging any eye look.
CONCEALER & SHADING BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

Use the tip of the brush to apply concealer to the desired area. Repeat this process until you have achieved your desired coverage.

Glide the brush across the eyelid to apply colour and blend using short, back and forth strokes.

For best results, wipe brush after each use.
SHADING BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

- Perfect colour application
- Soft blending
- Wet or dry products

Apply the perfect single layer of color for beautiful eyelids with this Shading Brush. With its long slender handle, perfectly balanced, the brush head picks up & evenly applies the perfect amount of color, the natural bristles skillfully soften hard edges. Use to also lay down dry or liquid base colors. Can be used with pressed & baked eyeshadow, loose pigments & wet-dry products. Ideal for a one color look or pair with the Smudge Brush to create artfully smoky eye effects.
SHADING BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

Apply product to brush and sweep color on at corner of eye moving out. Or use to apply base shadows to lids as prep to build and blend layers. It can also be used to highlight just under the brow bone.

For best results, wipe brush after each use.
BENT EYE-LINER BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

- Precision application
- Wet or dry products
- Cruelty free, synthetic bristles

The brush head of this Bent Eye-Liner Brush has an ergonomic bend to conform to the shape of the eyes. Together with its long slender handle, perfectly balanced, you will experience ultimate control and precision to apply gel and eyeshadow liner accurately to the lash line and inner rim.
BENT EYE-LINER BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

Starting from the inner corner of the eye, use with gel, liquid or cream liner and apply to the lash line in short strokes, making sure to run the brush as close to the eyelash as possible. Repeat for added definition.
LASH & BROW GROOMER
NATURAL BRISTLES

- Fine grooming
- Volumising
- Protective cap

This handy dual-use Lash & Brow Groomer is a must to define your lashes and groom your brows. Brows frame your face and add definition around your eyes. Lashes help to widen your eyes and complete the definition of your look. With its long slender handle, perfectly balanced, this flexible brush will help shape and groom your eyebrows creating a volumised effect. Use the comb to help separate lashes and remove any excess mascara clumps after application.

Made with natural bristles and a precision metal comb, the comb has a protective cap for safe storage and easy travel.
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LASH & BROW GROOMER
NATURAL BRISTLES

Keep brows neat and evenly shaped first brush in reverse direction to separate hairs, then smooth in the natural direction. Use the comb to separate lashes, applying as close to the base line as possible to remove any excess mascara clumps.

For best results, wipe the comb after each use, and replace the cap.
ANGLED EYE-BROW BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

- Shape & define
- Create shape
- Cruelty free, synthetic bristles

This Angled Eye-Brow Brush is designed to allow you to fill in, shape & define your perfect brow. Specially angled for beautiful looking brows. Create the shape you love with gels or powders. This steep-angled cut of this brush is designed to optimally fill in sparse areas as well as add definition to brows for a beautifully natural look. With its long slender handle, perfectly balanced, this angled brush allows precise application of eyebrow powder for a natural result.
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ANGLED EYE-BROW BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

Apply product to the angled edge of the brush and use it to create short even upward strokes to fill in sparse brow areas, mirroring the pattern of natural hair growth. Draw with the fine tip to create more definition if desired.

For best results, wipe brush after each use.
ANGLED EYE-LINER BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

- Precision application
- Wet or dry products
- Cruelty free, synthetic bristles

This firm angled flat edged Angled Eye-Liner Brush creates precision lines for instant definition. With its long slender handle, perfectly balanced, and its gentle angled cut finely tapered brush head use with powder, liquid or cream products for a flawless lined eye. Also this angled brush is ideal for eyebrow and lip-line definition, for sharpening beneath the eyebrow and around the lip with your foundation. Can be used with gel, cream or powder.
ANGLLED EYE-LINER BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

Simply apply a small amount of the eyeliner to the tip of the brush and start at the inner corner of your eye and draw the brush across to create the perfect line. If you want a winged eyeliner, simply pull it out slightly past the edge of your outer eye and flick upward.

For best results when suing powder eyeliner, lightly dampen tip of brush before application.
TIPPED-LINER / SMUDGE BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

- Precision application
- Perfect smoky eye
- Cruelty free, synthetic bristles

The small tipped head of this brush makes the Tipped-Liner / Smudge Brush ideal to create definition around the eye-line. With its long slender handle, perfectly balanced, apply gel or cream eyeliner using the tip. Then turning the brush to the flat side, drag the brush along the eye line for the blurring of the pigment to make it smoulder, thus creating a light smoky / blurred affect around the eye area.
TIPPED-LINER / SMUDGE BRUSH
SYNTHETIC HAIR

Simply apply a small amount of the eyeliner to the tip of the brush and gently draw on your eyeliner along the lash line. After applying eyeliner, apply shadow all over the lid, then drag using this brush from the inside corner of your eye along the lash line, to blend for a professional and impactful finish.